
Don’t turn another page until you reaD this!

If you’re even tinkering with a 1955, ‘56 or ‘57 
Chevy, save yourself hours of frustration and 
headache by investing in a set of these invalu-
able manuals. We were amazed how much 
we learned, simply by opening one of these 
gems up and thumbing through each section. 
We’ve also realized most people don’t take 
the time to read the instructions, whether 
you're putting together a bike, computer 
or a classic Chevy, until you’re stuck. Make 
things easy on yourself by keeping a shop 

1957 Chevrolet shop Manual 
Filling over 700 pages with detailed informa-
tion, this book is a must for 1957 owners. This 
comprehensive manual covers all engines, 
transmissions, and body styles for the 1957 
model year. It’s an authorized reprint of the 
GM original used exclusively by mechanics 
in Chevrolet dealerships and repair shops.
1957.............................. #524 ....$31.95/ea.

1955 Chevrolet shop Manual  
Contains over 500 pages devoted to the 
1955 model year. This authorized reprint of 
a GM manual documents every mechanical 
operation involved in the care and mainte-
nance of the 1955 Chevy. Used exclusively 
by mechanics in the Chevrolet garages since 
the car first hit the streets.
1955.............................. #522 ....$19.95/ea.

1956 shop Manual suppleMent   
Supplement to the 1955 manual, this covers 
only the changes made for 1956. There is a 
section devoted exclusively to factory air 
conditioning. Both the 1955 and 1956 manu-
als are required for complete information. 
Authorized reprint of the GM original used 
exclusively by mechanics in the Chevrolet 
garages.
1956.............................. #523 ....$13.95/ea.

Manuals are a Must When restoring a ClassiC

Chevrolet FaCtory asseMbly Manuals 
These bound books are reprints of the manuals used on the assembly line at General Motors and are essential for correct car restoration. 
Each manual contains detailed assembly drawings, original part numbers, and more. You can save yourself much time and frustration by 
understanding the complete assembly before you begin a project.
1955............................................................................................................................... #506 ........................................$23.95/ea.
1956............................................................................................................................... #507 ........................................$23.95/ea.
1957............................................................................................................................... #508 ........................................$23.95/ea.

and assembly manual within arms’ reach for 
all those times when things just aren’t mak-
ing sense. These informative manuals come 
straight from GM, with every mechanical and 
maintenance detail covered, as well as all the 
illustrations you need to make heads from 
tails. Shop manuals are available for the 1955 
and ‘57, with the ‘56 covered in a supplement 
that accompanies the ‘55 manual. Assembly 
manuals are available for each year, ‘55, ‘56 
and ‘57 and contain detailed drawings and the 

original part numbers essential for a correct 
restoration. The cost of these manuals is a 
fraction of what you can spend on a restora-
tion and can save you days of frustration and 
labor. We figure anyone restoring a tri-five 
should undoubtedly have the appropriate 
manuals and a Danchuk catalog at their 
fingertips to make even the most complex 
job go smoothly. Think of these as “Tri-Five 
101” required reading. 

https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=524
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=522
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=523
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=506
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=507
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=508
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hooD anD trunk eMbleMs With bezels
The best emblems on the market today with all the correct colors: true red, white and blue. Our (best) emblems are backpainted 
and then vacuum-metallized for that reflector-like look. Each emblem is mounted inside a beautiful chrome bezel, a perfect glove 
fit. These faithful reproductions are used on 1955 through 1958 models. Made in the USA*. Hardware included.
1955 Best, Hood .......................................................................................................... #371* .......................................$69.95/ea.
1955 Good, Hood ......................................................................................................... #16702 ....................................$64.95/ea.
1955 Best, Trunk .......................................................................................................... #371A* ....................................$69.95/ea.
1955 Good, Trunk ......................................................................................................... #16703 ....................................$64.95/ea.
1956-58 6 Cyl.; '56 exc. Nomad,  '57 exc. Bel Air, Trunk........................................... #1492 ....................................$109.95/ea.
1956 6 Cyl., Hood ......................................................................................................... #10230  .................................$119.95/ea.
1956 Best, Hood, V8, 7-/1/2" Long ............................................................................. #373A* ....................................$54.95/ea.
1956 Good, Hood, V8, 7-/1/2" Long ........................................................................... #16704 ....................................$52.95/ea.
1956 Best, Trunk, V8, 7-/1/2" Long ............................................................................ #374A* ....................................$54.95/ea.
1956 Good, Trunk, V8 7-/1/2" Long ............................................................................ #16705 ....................................$49.95/ea.
1957 Trunk, Gold, Bel Air w/ 6 Cyl. ............................................................................. #14070 ..................................$103.95/ea.

Parts #371, #371A, #373A, #374A and #1492 shown above, contain trademarks of General Motors Corp. and are used by Danchuk Mfg., Inc. under license.

#373

#371a

#371

#374a

#14070
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https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=371
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16702
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=371A
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16703
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https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16704
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=374A
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16705
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14070
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hooD, trunk anD grille bar eMbleMs
Danchuk's highly acclaimed emblems are interchangeable with original equipment; they fit like the original and are easily installed 
into your bezel or grille bar, depending upon the application. One of our greatest concerns in reproducing emblems at Danchuk 
is that the colors be identical to the originals. These emblems are fine examples of that attention to detail. Made in the USA.
1955 Hood & Trunk, '56-58 6 Cyl., Trunk .................................................................... #372 ........................................$35.95/ea.
1956 6 Cyl., Hood ......................................................................................................... #375 ........................................$43.95/ea.
1956 V8, Hood .............................................................................................................. #373 ........................................$27.95/ea.
1956 V8, Trunk .............................................................................................................. #374 ........................................$27.95/ea.
1957 Grille Bar .............................................................................................................. #377 ........................................$31.95/ea.

Parts #372, #373, #374 and #377, shown above, contain trademarks of General Motors Corp. and are used by Danchuk Mfg., Inc. under license.

#372

Crest eMbleMs
These beautiful emblems are a true testament to American quality.  All of our emblems are 100% Made in the United States of 
America and you can tell.  #365, #V365 and #365A are all die-cast zinc and plated with the most beautiful gold or chrome finish 
that the USA has to offer.  #2342 is a drop-dead ringer to the original GM forged and anodized original.  Made in the United 
States of America.
1955-57 Best, Bel Air ................................................................................................... #365 ........................................ $49.95/pr.
1955-57 Good, Bel Air, Gold ........................................................................................ #V365 ...................................... $44.95/pr.
1955-57 Best, Custom, Chrome ................................................................................. #365A ...................................... $49.95/pr.
1957 Bel Air, Show Quality .......................................................................................... #2342 ...................................... $69.95/pr.

#365 #365a

eM
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s

#374

#375

#2342

#377

https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=372
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=375
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=373
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=374
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=377
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=365
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=V365
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=365A
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=2342
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1955-56 "Chevrolet" sCripts  
Found on the 150 and 210 models only. In ’55 they were located on the front fenders and in ’56, the rear fenders. Hardware 
included. 100% Made in the United States of America.
1955-56 ......................................................................................................................... #540 ........................................ $65.95/pr.

"Chevrolet" Dash sCript  
For use on the 150 and 210, these scripts are finished in chrome.
1957 .............................................................................................................................. #1056 ......................................$14.95/ea.

"Chevrolet" CloCk Dash sCript
Another one for Danchuk!  We’ve carried this script for years but have just recently cut a new mold for a perfect new script. You 
can’t tell this one from the original. Hardware included.  Made in the USA.
1955-56 150 & 210 ........................................................................................................ #1055 ......................................$21.95/ea.

1957 "Chevrolet" sCripts 
This grouping of scripts is a great example of Danchuk making sure you know all your options.  Whether it’s our hottest selling 
#541 or #541A, or a driver quality bargain like #16777 or our newest 100% Made in the USA jewels #V541, #V541A, #164 or 
#165 we’ve got you covered!  Note: The Chevrolet script was designed in two lengths and each car model had a different script 
configuraton. V8 models used the 13-inch script on the hood and trunk when displayed with the vee emblem. On 6-cylinder 
models, a wider 15-inch was used on the hood. All 6-cylinder models used a crest emblem on the trunk instead of the Chevrolet 
script. All 210 and 150 models utilized the smaller 13-inch script for the side applications. See table located at the bottom of 
page 21. Hardware included. Made in the United States of America*.
Bel Air V8, Gold, 13" .................................................................................................... #541 ........................................$29.95/ea.
Bel Air V8, Gold, 13" .................................................................................................... #V541* .................................... $34.95/pr. 
Bel Air 6-Cyl., 15" ......................................................................................................... #165* .......................................$38.95/ea.
Bel Air V8, 13", Forged ................................................................................................ #1737* .....................................$49.95/ea. 
210 & 150 V8, Chrome, 13" ......................................................................................... #541A ......................................$29.95/ea.
210 & 150 V8, Chrome, 13" ......................................................................................... #V541A* ..................................$34.95/ea.
210 & 150 V8, Chrome, 13", Import ............................................................................ #16777 ....................................$19.95/ea.
210 & 150 6-Cyl., 15" ................................................................................................... #164* .......................................$38.95/ea.

Parts #541 and #541A, shown above, contain trademarks of General Motors Corp. and are used by Danchuk Mfg., Inc. under license.

#541

#541a

https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=540
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1056
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1055
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=541
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=V541
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=165
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1737
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=541A
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=V541A
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16777
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=164
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sCripts

"bel air" sCripts
In 1955 and 1956 Chevy used a chrome design, and in 1957 went to a gold tone finish. Our #2341 emblem is a show-quality, 
forged aluminum triumph, made with correct materials and processes. If you'd prefer a shinier look, our #539 has always been 
a show-stopper. Made in the USA*. Hardware included.
1955-56 Best, Chrome ................................................................................................. #538* ....................................... $62.95/pr.
1955-56 Good, Chrome ............................................................................................... #16744 ....................................$19.95/ea.
1957 Best, Gold ............................................................................................................ #539* ....................................... $62.95/pr.
1957 Chrome Plated .................................................................................................... #539A ...................................... $64.95/pr.
1957 Show Quality  ...................................................................................................... #2341 ...................................... $83.95/pr.

"bel air" golD anD blaCk Dash sCript  
Gold tone finished with painted black edges, this was
designed to grace the black patterned aluminum dash panel. Hardware included.
1957 Bel Air .................................................................................................................. #941 ........................................$15.95/ea.

"bel air" golD Dash sCript
Beautiful golden finish on this dash em-
blem complements the dash design of 
the 1955 and 1956 models. Hardware 
included.
1955-56 Bel Air .. #626 ......... $13.95/ea.

#539a

#2341

#538

#539

150 Series 6 Cylinder

 Part Number   Quantity

 #164 1

 #541A 2

 None None

210 Series 6 Cylinder

 Part Number Quantity

 #164 1

 #541A 2

 None None

Bel Air Series 6 Cylinder

 Part Number Quantity

 #165 1

 None None

 None None

150 and 210 Series V8

 Part Number Quantity

 #541A 1

 #541A 2

 #541A 1

Bel Air Series V8

 Part Number Quantity

 #541 or #1737 1

 None None

 #541 or #1737 1

1957 "Chevrolet" sCript requireMents

Hood Script

Side Scripts

Trunk Script

https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=538
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16744
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=539
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=539A
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=2341
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=941
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=626
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Fuel injeCtion Flags eMbleM
Painted in beautiful red, white, and black on chrome, this out-
standing reproduction is mounted on all production fuel injection 
cars . . . a true symbol of speed.
1957................................................. #381 ...............$95.95/pr.

"Fuel injeCtion" sCript  
A perfect script has been needed in the industry for decades and now we have it. We tooled-up from scratch to make the most 
beautiful script in everyway.  It looks and fits exactly like General Motors did back when they were new.  Gone are the days of 
bent, broken or rough finishes. Made in the United States of America.
1957............................................................................................................................... #382 ........................................$49.95/ea.

sC
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spinner eMbleMs
These spinner emblems are made with the same attention to 
detail that you find in our hood and trunk emblems. Each emblem 
is backpainted with true red, white, and blue Chevy colors and 
then vacuum-metalized for that highly-reflective look.
Made in the USA.
1957-58 ........................................... #297 ..............$49.95/set

unDer taillight v8 eMbleMs   
These emblems have to be one of the coolest and unique trim 
pieces available.  GM wanted to really show off the introduc-
tion of the V8 in 1955 so if you were lucky enough to get the 
option they made it known by adding these gorgeous chromed 
and painted pieces right under the taillight to make everyone 
behind you with a 6 cylinder was jealous.  We are doing these 
the right way 100% in the United States*.  Whether your ’55 
came with them originally or you’ve upgraded to a V8 a set of 
these gems is a must.
1955................................................. #384*............ *$39.95/pr.
1956 Nomad ................................... #956 ...............$79.95/pr.

ManuFaCturing sCripts anD eMbleMs
As with all of our American made castings, we start the pro-
cess with the best virgin zinc on the market.  After our crew 
has inspected each casting, we hand work every part in-house 
to assure they are perfect prior to plating.  All our castings 
receive a copper buff to assure the show quality plating you 
have come to expect.

noMaD" tailgate sCripts  
Your tailgate can’t be without this beautiful script.  This little piece of jewelry is gold finished just like the original and adds that 
touch of elegance your tailgate needs.  Approximately 6" in length. Hardware included.
1955-57 Best ................................................................................................................ #948* .......................................$13.95/ea.
1955-57 Good ............................................................................................................... #16799 ......................................$8.95/ea.

https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=381
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=382
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=297
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=384
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=956
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=948
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16799
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“the Class oF” Dash sCripts
Made from machined stock, these custom dash scripts add a 
touch of class to your classic.
1955 Silver ...................................... #17590 .......... $59.95/ea.
1955 Gold ....................................... #17591 .......... $59.95/ea.
1956 Silver ...................................... #17592 .......... $59.95/ea.
1956 Gold ....................................... #17593 .......... $59.95/ea.
1957 Silver 210 ............................... #17594 .......... $59.95/ea.
1957 Gold 210 ................................ #17595 .......... $59.95/ea.
1957 Silver Bel Air .......................... #17596 .......... $59.95/ea.
1957 Gold Bel Air ........................... #17597 .......... $59.95/ea.

ChroMe eMbleMs
Chrome plated custom emblems allow you to add a personal 
touch to your hot rod, street rod or street machine. Mounting 
pins on back or attach with trim adhesive. Measurements are 
approximate.
All “Blown”, 4" x 1-3/4" ................. #14534 ............ $5.95/ea.
All “Cruisin”, 5-1/4" x 2-1/2" ......... #14535 ............ $5.95/ea.
All “Pro Street”, 2-Piece, 8-1/4" x 3"
......................................................... #14536 ............ $5.95/ea.
All “Hot Rod”, 6-1/2" x 1-1/2" ....... #14537 ............ $5.95/ea.
All “Streetmachine”, 8" x 1-3/4" ... #14538 ............ $5.95/ea.
All “Streetrod”, 7" x 1-1/2" ............ #14539 ............ $5.95/ea.

CustoM engine DisplaCeMent nuMbers
Installs easily with peel and stick adhesive. Numbers are 1-3/8" 
wide by 5/8" tall.
All “0” .............................................. #12297 .......... $20.95/ea.
All “2” .............................................. #12298 .......... $20.95/ea.
All “3” .............................................. #12299 .......... $20.95/ea.
All “4” .............................................. #12300 .......... $20.95/ea.
All “5” .............................................. #12301 .......... $20.95/ea.
All “6” .............................................. #12302 .......... $20.95/ea.
All “7” .............................................. #12303 .......... $20.95/ea.
All “8” .............................................. #12304 .......... $20.95/ea.
All “9” .............................................. #12305 .......... $20.95/ea.

sCripts

https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17590
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17591
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17592
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17593
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17594
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17595
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17596
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17597
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14534
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14535
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14536
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14537
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14538
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14539
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12297
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12298
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12299
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12300
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12301
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12302
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12303
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12304
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12305
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1955 grille
Our 1955 grille is a beautiful example of American-made excel-
lence. Ours is the only Made in the USA reproduction '55 grille 
on the market. We use only top quality steel and chroming pro-
cesses. All stamping and assembly is done in our California facility. 
Factory style rivets supplied. Don’t compromise quality when it 
comes to your American classic... Buy Danchuk. "There's no 
comparison!" See pages 30 and 31 for optional grille fasteners.
1955................................................. #478 ............. $274.95/ea.

1955 stainless grille
We do offer a stainless version of the 55 grille, but we want to 
point out that polished stainless does not reflect with the same 
brilliance or color as chrome.  With that being said, you may 
find that the rest of the surrounding chrome on the front of your 
car looks quite different.
1955................................................. #10203 ......... $549.95/ea.

1956 grille
Like our 1955 grille, this 1956 piece of jewelry is 100% stamped 
and assembled in our California facility. To get a part this large 
and with this many different pieces to look this beautiful was no 
small task. We did everything necessary to make sure that it is 
everything and more that you have come to expect from quality 
American workmanship. Factory style rivets supplied. See pages 
30 and 31 for optional grille fasteners.
Made in the United States of America.
1956................................................. #479 .............$299.95/ea.

1956 stainless grille
We do offer a stainless version of the 56 grille, but we want to 
point out that polished stainless does not reflect with the same 
brilliance or color as chrome.  With that being said, you may 
find that the rest of the surrounding chrome on the front of your 
car looks quite different.
1956................................................. #14203 ......... $539.95/ea.

1957 grilles
So perfect, it is impossible to tell the difference between ours 
and Chevy N.O.S. We make this beautiful grille just like Chevrolet 
produced it in 1957. Each part is die stamped and then gold 
anodized for the Bel Air or silver anodized for the 150 and 210. 
There is no reason to leave a tired original on your car with parts 
like these available. See pages 30 and 31 for grille fasteners. 
Made in the United States of America. 
1957 150 & 210 ............................... #460A........... $119.95/ea.
1957 Bel Air .................................... #460 ............. $119.95/ea.

grilles

SEE NEw CuStom GrillES oN NExt paGE

https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=478
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=10203
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=479
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14203
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=460A
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=460
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CustoM 1957 grilles
Yet another great example of Danchuk giving you every option you could think of.  
Combining our existing OE style grille tooling with new tooling, we have created this 
full line of custom grilles.  If you’ve gone with one of our Smoothie style bumpers and 
need a perfect way to fill the void left by the elimination of the bumper bullet guards, 
we’ve got you covered.  If you love the original look of the 1957 Chevy but like subtle 
changes like removing the Grille Bar, we’ve got you covered.  Or, if you want to go in 
any of those directions, including OE style, we’ve got them all in Chrome!!  All 100% 
Made in the United States of America.  US Patent D654,834S
1957 Gold, Smoothie ............................................................. #460B ... $159.95/ea.
1957 Silver, Smoothie ............................................................ #460C ... $159.95/ea.
1957 Gold, OE Style, Grille Bar Delete, Bel Air ....................#460D .....$149.95/ea.
1957 Silver, OE Style, Grille Bar Delete, 150/210 ................#460E .....$149.95/ea.
1957 Gold, Smoothie, Grille Bar Delete ...............................#460F .....$179.95/ea.
1957 Silver, Smoothie, Grille Bar Delete ..............................#460G .....$179.95/ea.
1957 Chrome, OE Style .........................................................#460H .....$169.95/ea.
1957 Chrome, Smoothie........................................................#460I ......$209.95/ea.
1957 Chrome, OE Style, Grille Bar Delete ...........................#460J .....$199.95/ea.
1957 Chrome, Smoothie Style, Grille Bar Delete ................#460K .....$229.95/ea.

Cu
stoM

 grilles

#460h

#460i

#460j

#460j

#460g

#460k

https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=460B
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=460C
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=460D
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=460E
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=460F
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=460G
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=460H
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=460I
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=460J
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=460K
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hooD bars anD extensions
Hood bars haven’t been this good since the fifties and maybe not even then. We make all three of the hood bars right here in the 
United States of America using perfect Class-A tooling.  We spent over a year of hard work to make all three of the molds to 
absolute perfection and our efforts have paid off ten-fold.  All three of these parts are not only perfect in shape and fit, but you 
literally can’t get a better quality casting to work with.  We still hand work, fit and inspect each and every casting prior to sending 
them off for the best quality chrome plating money can buy.  You can’t make the hood bars without some perfectly matching 
extensions.  When we set out to make all the hood bars we knew that they just wouldn’t be complete without the extensions.  
Our extensions next to our hood bars match so perfectly you won’t believe it.  We may sell these separately, but if you don’t 
already have our hood bar you may want to consider the whole set. Save big money on our new 3-piece sets.
Made in the United States of America.

#1564
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1955 grille MoulDings
As good as it gets!!!  Our grille mouldings are just that.  We made our own 
molds for these incredible show pieces.  As usual, we tooled-up 100% in 
the United States of America and made them to original GM specs.  The 
only way to tell ours from the originals is our top notch show quality chrom-
ing process.  Danchuk . . . “There’s No Comparison”.
1955 Complete Set (Shown) ......... #1564 ............................. $399.95/set
1955 Curved Ends Only ................. #1494 ................................ $98.95/pr.
1955 Hood Bar Only ....................... #10141 ............................$199.95/ea.
1955 Lower Bar Only ..................... #12620 ............................$199.95/ea.

1957 grille bar asseMbly
Our 1957 grille bar assembly was developed directly from original GM blue-
prints and you can't get any closer to original than that.  Our seven-step 
chrome plating highlights an incredibly smooth, hand-polished surface.  
We manufacture a flush-fitting emblem, backpainted in true red, white and 
blue, and mount it to the grille bar with a removable mount kit.  Then, we 
add our lenses, lens gaskets, screws, parklight housings and light bulbs.  
All you need to do is install the included parklights, fasten it to your grille 
and plug it in! Order #424 grille bar harness if needed. Not only is our grille 
bar superior in quality, it is the best value on the market. 
Made in the United States of America.
1957................................................. #966 ................................$319.95/ea.

#14791

#966

grille/h
ooD bars

1956 loWer grille MoulDings 
This beautifully stamped and chromed jewel is the perfect way to complete 
the front trim of your '56.  Ours is the only reproduction that is Made in the 
USA*. Why hassle with reworking your old piece, when a new one looks 
so nice?
1956 Best, Chrome ........................ #10023* ..........................$299.95/ea.
1956 Good, Polished Stainless ..... #16811 ............................$214.95/ea.

#10023

#14792

1957 hooD bar anD extensions
1957 Bar .......................................... #474 ............ $209.95/ea.
1957 Extensions ............................. #473 .............$159.95/pr.
1957 Bar and Extension ................ #14792 ........$329.95/set

1956 hooD bar anD extensions
1956 Bar .......................................... #461 ............ $209.95/ea.
1956 Extensions ............................. #14793 .........$159.95/pr.
1956 Bar and Extension ................ #14791 ........$329.95/set

https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1564
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1494
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=10141
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12620
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=966
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=10023
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16811
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=474
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=473
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14792
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=461
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14793
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14791
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top oF grille bolt set-Fake rivet heaD
Tooled from scratch, our grille bolts look like 
exact replicas of the original rivets used in '55 
and '56. Not only are the bolt heads the exact 
dimensions of the originals, we went even further 
by plating them with a black phosphate coating 
just like GM. Don't settle for an incorrect size 
and finish when Danchuk has what you need.
Made in the USA. 
1955-56 ...................................................................................#510 .........$15.95/set

grille tie bar aDjuster braCkets
1956 Black ..............................................................................#14563 ......$18.95/pr.
1956 Stainless ........................................................................#14564 ......$28.95/pr.
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WingeD speeD nut 
The correct fastener used on the grille bar. 
Two required.
1957 3/16"  ......... #16827 ....... $2.75/ea.

grille bar Wiring ConneCtor anD 
groMMet set
1957.................... #18274 .....$17.95/set

https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=510
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14563
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14564
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16827
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18274
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1955 grille tie bars
When time or a street light pole takes its toll on your tie bar, Danchuk has you covered. 
These 100% Made in the USA parts are exactly like GM made them. If original is not 
the look you're after, then you will love our beautiful chrome pieces. 
1955 Black ..............................................................................#10204 .....$58.95/ea.
1955 Chrome ..........................................................................#10205 .....$99.95/ea.

1957 grille support bar
The top edge of the aluminum grille is secured to the grille support bar. Reproduced 
according to original dimensions and specifications. 
1957.........................................................................................#1835 .......$89.95/ea.

grille bar support braCkets
These are exact reproductions of the much 
sought after grille bar support bracket.
1957.................... #968 ..........$26.95/pr.

grille bar harness to
inner FenDer Clip
A quick inspection usually reveals  the grille 
bar harness clips are long gone. Protect 
this harness from damage by properly 
securing it to the inner fender. Two clips 
are needed per car.
1957.................... #1882 ......... $3.95/ea.

grille Clip anD sCreW set
Don’t mount a beautiful new ’57 grille with old hardware.
1957.........................................................................................#072 .........$18.95/set

1956 grille tie bars
These are the first thing you see when you lift the hood, so you want your tie bar to 
be flawless.  Our black tie bar is an exact reproduction of GM’s original that would 
make the most critical of restorers proud and the judges wondering how you kept 
your original in such pristine shape (our little secret).  If you really want to jazz-up and 
beautify the engine compartment then you’ll be absolutely thrilled with our chrome 
versions.  Danchuk, “There’s No Comparison”.
1956 Chrome ..........................................................................#14204 .....$99.95/ea.
1956 Black ..............................................................................#14205 .....$58.95/ea.

grille bar eMbleM installation kit    
Chevy’s original emblem mount tabs didn’t last long, so they created this replacement 
kit. One metal retainer and three rubber cushions hold the emblem firmly in place, 
and allow the emblem to be removed for cleaning. If you’re replacing your emblem, 
this kit is a must. Made in the USA.
1957.........................................................................................#376 ..........$16.95/kit

grille relateD

https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=10204
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=10205
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1835
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=968
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1882
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=072
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14204
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14205
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=376
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hooD birD
gaskets  
Al though they 
were not originally 
used by GM, many 
collectors shudder at the thought of 
mounting their hood birds without these 
precision die cut parts. They fit as if Detroit 
had planned it that way. Made in the USA.
1955.................... #918 ...........$6.95/set
1956.................... #919 ........... $6.95/ea.

hooD roCket braCkets
These are the under-hood brackets you 
need to correctly mount the rocket as-
sembly to your hood. It takes the correct 
hardware to do the job right.
1957.................... #2340 ........$27.95/pr.

hooD roCkets 
Our reproduction of this timeless sculpture is practically flawless. We designed our 
assembly to fit together properly, with the parts appearing as a solid whole when 
assembled. Zinc die cast and triple chrome plated. Each kit includes two rockets, 
two scoops, two backing plates and assembly hardware. Parts sold separately also 
include appropriate hardware. Hood rocket brackets sold separately, see part 
#2340 at right. Made in the United States of America*.
1957 Best, Complete Assembly ...........................................#467* ......$269.95/set
1957 Good, Complete Assembly ..........................................#16755 ...$199.95/set
1957 Hood Rockets Only ......................................................#469* .........$98.95/pr.
1957 Hood Scoops Only ........................................................#470* .........$98.95/pr.
1957 Backing Plates Only .....................................................#468* .........$98.95/pr.

hooD vees
Vee emblems were used to signify the V8. Once hard to find items, Danchuk has 
made these beautiful parts plentiful and inexpensive. These hood vees are made 
with a gold finish for the Bel Air and chromed for the 150 and 210. Each vee includes 
mounting hardware and is ready to install. Made in the United States of America*.
1956 Best, V8 .........................................................................#1041* ......$52.95/ea.
1956 Good, V8 ........................................................................#16721 .....$46.95/ea.
1957 Best, Bel Air V8 .............................................................#590* ........$99.95/ea.
1957 Best, 150 & 210 V8 ........................................................#590A* .....$99.95/ea.

hooD birDs
One of the most distinctive aspects of the mid-fifties Chevys are the beautiful hood birds. The focal point of your car shouldn’t 
be neglected. We spared no expense in the tooling for these birds, and we spend hours on hand work preparing them for plat-
ing. If your hood bird is pitted or showing its age, don’t waste your money on a fill and chrome job. Replace that faded glory 
with these top-notch Danchuk parts. Gaskets included. Made in the United States of America*.
1955 Best with Gasket ................................................................................................ #472* .....................................$159.95/ea.
1955 Good .................................................................................................................... #16706 ....................................$99.95/ea.
1956 Best with Gasket ................................................................................................ #484* .....................................$159.95/ea.
1956 Good .................................................................................................................... #16707 ....................................$99.95/ea.
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#472 #484

#590

#1041

https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=918
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=919
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=2340
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=467
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16755
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=469
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=470
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=468
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1041
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16721
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=590
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=590A
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=472
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16706
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=484
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16707
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roCker panel MoulDings
These stainless steel rocker panel mouldings are a must for the aging auto. No 
matter which year car you own, this popular accessory will add sparkle. Made in 
the USA*, we’ve upgraded our 1957 mouldings by constructing them entirely of 
stainless steel. Even though they are mounted in an area that is prone to moisture, 
this new design makes them almost indestructible. The 1955 and 1956 mouldings 
include mounting clips and nuts. 1957 clips sold separately.
1955 Best ...................................................................................................................... #696* ..................................... $179.95/pr.
1955 Good, w/out Clips ............................................................................................... #16715 .................................. $129.95/pr.
1956............................................................................................................................... #697* ..................................... $179.95/pr.
1957 See Below for Clip Set ....................................................................................... #537C* .................................. $179.95/pr.

roCker panel MoulDing Clip sets
Keep those beautiful stainless steel rocker panel 
mouldings securely fastened where they belong. Never 
mount new mouldings with old mounting hardware.
1955.........................................................................................#695 .........$15.95/set
1956.........................................................................................#698 .........$16.95/set
1957.........................................................................................#704 .........$22.95/set

#704
#695

#698 Front gravel shielDs
These stainless steel stampings are the 
companions to the rocker panel mouldings 
for the 55-56 models. They help to protect 
from the unexpected and are a beautiful 
finishing touch. Please use caution when 
installing and do not over tighten the nuts. 
If studs break off the vendor recommends 
you use epoxy like JB weld and will not 
warranty broken studs.
1955.................... #790 ........$134.95/pr.
1956.................... #720A .....$139.95/pr.

roCker pan
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1955 CustoM roCker panel MoulDings
The option GM should have given us!  There are two kinds of 1955 owners, one that likes gravel shields and one that doesn’t.  
If you are one of the many that loves all the beautiful stainless trim that made these masterpieces the iconic cars they are but 
just don’t like the look or fit of gravel shields, we’ve got the rocker panel moulding option GM should have given you.  We have 
simply taken the original design Made in the USA mouldings and duplicated the rear gentle curve on the front.  Same look and 
mounting hardware but NO gravel shield needed or recommended.  Enjoy!
1955 Custom Rocker Panel Mouldings ..................................................................... #17784 .................................. $179.95/pr.

#696

https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=696
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16715
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=697
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=537C
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=695
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=698
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=704
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=790
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=720A
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17784
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1955 bel air siDe MoulDings - best, MaDe in the usa!
1955 Front Fender, Driver, All except Nomad............................................................ #17534 ....................................$59.95/ea.
1955 Front Fender, Passenger, All except Nomad .................................................... #17535 ....................................$59.95/ea.
1955 Front of Door, Driver All except Nomad ........................................................... #17536 ....................................$49.95/ea.
1955 Front of Door, Passenger All except Nomad ................................................... #17537 ....................................$49.95/ea.
1955 Door Point, Driver, 2-Door Sedan ..................................................................... #17538 ....................................$49.95/ea.
1955 Door Point, Passenger 2-Door Sedan .............................................................. #17539 ....................................$49.95/ea.
1955 Door Point, Driver, 2-Door Hardtop & Convertible .......................................... #17540 ....................................$49.95/ea.
1955 Door Point, Passenger, 2-Hardtop & Convertible ............................................ #17541 ....................................$49.95/ea.
1955 Quarter Panel, Driver, 2-Door Hardtop, Sedan & Convertible  ....................... #17542 ..................................$121.95/ea.
1955 Quarter Panel, Passenger, 2-Door Hardtop, Sedan & Convertible  ............... #17543 ..................................$121.95/ea.
1955 Door, Rear, Driver, 4-Door Sedan & Wagon ...................................................... #17544 ....................................$99.95/ea.
1955 Door, Rear, Passenger, 4-Door Sedan & Wagon .............................................. #17545 ....................................$99.95/ea.
1955 Quarter Panel, Driver, 4-Door Sedan & Wagon ................................................ #17546 ....................................$99.95/ea.
1955 Quarter Panel, Passenger, 4-Door Sedan & Wagon ........................................ #17547 ....................................$99.95/ea.

1955 bel air siDe MoulDings - gooD
1955 Front Fender, Driver, All except Nomad (Shown Above) ................................. #700 ........................................$55.95/ea.
1955 Front Fender, Passenger, All except Nomad (Shown Above) ......................... #701 ........................................$55.95/ea.
1955 Front of Door, Driver, All except Nomad ........................................................... #702 ........................................$44.95/ea.
1955 Front of Door, Passenger, All except Nomad ................................................... #703 ........................................$44.95/ea.
1955 Door Point, Driver, 2-Door Sedan ..................................................................... #716 ........................................$44.95/ea.
1955 Door Point, Passenger, 2-Door Sedan .............................................................. #717 ........................................$44.95/ea.
1955 Door Point, Driver, 2-Door Hardtop & Convertible .......................................... #721 ........................................$44.95/ea.
1955 Door Point, Passenger, 2-Door Hardtop & Convertible .................................. #722 ........................................$44.95/ea.
1955 Quarter Panel, Driver, 2-Door Hardtop, Sedan & Convertible  ....................... #723 ......................................$116.95/ea.
1955 Quarter Panel, Passenger, 2-Door Hardtop, Sedan & Convertible ................ #724 ......................................$116.95/ea.
See page 56 for moulding clip sets.

stainless steel siDe MoulDings
Just like we did for the 1956 we tooled up in the United States to produce these beautiful stainless mouldings for both two and 
four door 1955 models.  Danchuk employees created the tooling in-house.  Each tool was made from the highest quality tool 
steel available and of course the mouldings themselves are made from the most beautifully polished top quality stainless money 
can buy. Mounting clips are sold separately; see pages 55 and 56.

1955 210 siDe MoulDings
1955 Door Point, Driver Side, 210, 2-Door Sedan & Wagon .................................... #705 ........................................$34.95/ea.
1955 Door Point, Passenger Side, 210, 2-Door Sedan & Wagon ............................ #706 ........................................$34.95/ea.
1955 Quarter Panel, Driver Side, 210, 2-Door ........................................................... #718 ........................................$98.95/ea.
1955 Quarter Panel, Passenger Side, 210, 2-Door ................................................... #719 ........................................$98.95/ea.
See page 56 for moulding clip sets.

#700 anD #70117540 anD 17542
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https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17534
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17535
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17536
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17537
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17538
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17539
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17540
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17541
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17542
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17543
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17544
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17545
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17546
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17547
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=700
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=701
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=702
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=703
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=716
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=717
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=721
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=722
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=723
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=724
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=705
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=706
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=718
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=719
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aCCessory triM

1955 paint DiviDers
We stamp each #152 from polished stainless steel and paint them white to match the 
side mouldings. The paint dividers are essential on the two-tone model, but add a 
nice touch to one-color cars as well. Mounting hardware included. Made in the USA.
1955 Bel Air & 210 exc Nomad, Wagon .................................#152 .........$48.95/set

aCCessory gas Door guarD
This accessory should have come stock.  Not only does it jazz up that quarter panel, 
but it helps to prevent chipping of the paint under the gas door.  We tooled this one 
up from scratch to improve an already great part.  All our tooling and parts for this 
gem are Made in the United States of America just like they should be.  Fuel door 
bumper and screws are included.
1955 Except Nomad ..............................................................#489 .........$25.95/ea.

upper paint DiviDers,
Driver quality
Paint divider decals shown on page 36.
1955 2-Door Hardtop, Convertible

 ........................ #14950 ....$174.95/pr.

thanks for Coming to the 

https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=152
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=489
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14950
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1956 bel air 4-Door siDe MoulDings - MaDe in the usa!
We have completely tooled up in-house and are now making all 1956 side stainless 100% in the United States of America!  
The tooling was made 100% by Danchuk hands from American steel. Each moulding is created out of the best stainless steel 
available in the US with the most brilliant polish you could imagine. And yes, we knew there was no way we could put all of 
this time and effort into such a huge project and leave our four door friends out. So we now have the most beautiful and cor-
rect side stainless for two and four door cars. Don’t spend your hard earned money on anything but the best . . . “Danchuk, 
There’s no comparision”. 
1956 4-Door, Door, Front, Lower Driver/Upper Passenger, Hardtop ...................... #17124 ....................................$49.95/ea.
1956 4-Door, Door, Front, Upper Driver/Lower Passenger, Hardtop ...................... #17125 ....................................$49.95/ea.
1956 4-Door, Door, Rear, Driver, Hardtop .................................................................. #17126 ....................................$99.95/ea.
1956 4-Door, Door, Rear, Passenger, Hardtop .......................................................... #17127 ....................................$99.95/ea.
1956 4-Door, Door, Front, Lower Driver/Upper Passenger, Sedan ......................... #17130 ....................................$49.95/ea.
1956 4-Door, Door, Front, Upper Driver/Lower Passenger, Sedan ......................... #17131 ....................................$49.95/ea.
1956 4-Door, Door, Rear, Driver, Sedan ..................................................................... #17132 ....................................$99.95/ea.
1956 4-Door, Door, Rear, Passenger, Sedan ............................................................. #17133 ....................................$99.95/ea.
1956 4-Door, Quarter Panel, Driver, Hardtop ............................................................ #17128 ....................................$99.95/ea.
1956 4-Door, Quarter Panel, Passenger, Hardtop .................................................... #17129 ....................................$99.95/ea.
1956 4-Door, Quarter Panel, Driver, Sedan ............................................................... #17134 ....................................$99.95/ea.
1956 4-Door, Quarter Panel, Passenger, Sedan ........................................................ #17135 ....................................$99.95/ea.

1956 Front FenDer paint DiviDers
These attach under the front fender moulding and wrap around 
the fender lip to give a nice clean division of paint colors. 
1956 150 & 210 ............................... #699 ...............$27.95/pr.

upper paint DiviDers blaCk insert DeCals
1955 Hardtop. ................................. #17397 .............$6.95/pr.
1956 Hardtop. ................................. #17398 .............$6.95/pr.
1955 Sedan ..................................... #17399 .............$6.95/pr.
1956 Sedan ..................................... #17400 .............$6.95/pr.
1956 Nomad ................................... #17401 .............$6.95/pr.

#17397

#17398

#17399

#17401

#17400

https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17124
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https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17135
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=699
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17397
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17398
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17399
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17400
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17401
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1956 bel air 2 anD 4-Door siDe MoulDings - best, MaDe in the usa!
1956 2-Door, Door, Lower Driver/Upper Passenger ................................................. #17312 ....................................$49.95/ea. 
1956 2-Door, Door, Upper Driver/Lower Passenger ................................................. #17313 ....................................$49.95/ea. 
1956 2-Door, Quarter Panel, Driver ............................................................................ #17314 ..................................$114.95/ea. 
1956 2-Door, Quarter Panel, Passenger .................................................................... #17315 ..................................$114.95/ea. 
1956 2 & 4-Door, Fender Spear Point, Driver & Passenger...................................... #17311 ....................................$44.95/ea. 
1956 2 & 4-Door, Fender, Upper Passenger/Lower Driver ....................................... #17316 ....................................$49.95/ea. 
1956 2 & 4-Door, Fender, Lower Passenger/Upper Driver ....................................... #17317 ....................................$49.95/ea. 

#17126-17127

#17132-17133

#17128-17129 / #17134-17135

#17130-17131

#17124-17125

1956 bel air 2 anD 4-Door siDe MoulDings - gooD
1956 2-Door, Door, Lower Driver/Upper Passenger ................................................. #714 ........................................$44.95/ea.
1956 2-Door, Door, Upper Driver/Lower Passenger ................................................. #715 ........................................$44.95/ea.
1956 2-Door, Quarter Panel, Driver ............................................................................ #729 ......................................$114.95/ea.
1956 2-Door, Quarter Panel, Passenger .................................................................... #730 ......................................$114.95/ea.
1956 2 & 4-Door, Front Fender Spear Point, Driver & Passenger ........................... #711 ........................................$44.95/ea.
1956 2 & 4-Door, Fender, Upper Passenger/Lower Driver ....................................... #712 ........................................$49.95/ea.
1956 2 & 4-Door, Fender, Lower Passenger/Upper Driver ....................................... #713 ........................................$49.95/ea.
See page 56 for moulding clip sets.

1956 150 anD 210 siDe MoulDings
1956 2 & 4-Door, 150 & 210, Fender, Driver  ........................#725 .........$62.95/ea.
1956 2 & 4-Door, 150 & 210, Fender, Passenger .................#726 .........$62.95/ea.
1956 2-Door, Door, 150 & 210, Driver ...................................#727 .........$62.95/ea.
1956 2-Door, Door, 150 & 210, Passenger ...........................#728 .........$62.95/ea.
1956 2-Door, Quarter Panel, 210, Driver,  ............................#731 .......$114.95/ea.
1956 2-Door, Quarter Panel, 210, Passenger,  ....................#732 .......$114.95/ea.
Note: See pages 55 and 56 for moulding clip sets.

#731-732

https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17312
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17313
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17314
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17315
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17311
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17316
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17317
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=714
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=715
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=729
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=730
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=711
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=712
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=713
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=725
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=726
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=727
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=728
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=731
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=732
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1957 bel air anD 210 siDe stainless MoulDings - best, MaDe in the usa
Starting with 1956, moving on to 1955 and finally ending with all of these beautiful 1957 stainless mouldings, we have realized 
a 40 year old dream of Dan and Art Danchuk’s and we couldn’t be more proud.  Four years in the making, our 100% In-House 
and Made in the USA exterior stainless is everything that we had aimed for.  We designed and produced all of the tooling in our 
California facility and we run each and every piece here as well.  All mouldings are made with only the finest, mirror finished "Auto 
Brite" stainless available and hand inspected for perfection.  Don’t settle for lesser quality imported products or spend the big 
bucks on the unknown of someone de-dinging and polishing your tired originals.  Danchuk, “There’s No Comparison”, 100% 
Made in the United States of America!!!
1957 Fender, Driver Bel Air & 210 2 & 4-Door ........................................................... #18042 ....................................$67.95/ea.
1957 Fender, Passenger Bel Air & 210 2 & 4-Door.................................................... #18043 ....................................$67.95/ea.
1957 Door, Driver Bel Air & 210 2-Door ..................................................................... #18044 ....................................$67.95/ea.
1957 Door, Passenger Bel Air & 210 2-Door.............................................................. #18045 ....................................$67.95/ea.
1957 Door, Driver Bel Air & 210 4-Door Hardtop ...................................................... #18046 ....................................$49.95/ea.
1957 Door, Passenger Bel Air & 210 4-Door Hardtop ............................................... #18047 ....................................$49.95/ea.
1957 Door, Driver Bel Air & 210 4-Door Sedan & Wagon ......................................... #18048 ....................................$49.95/ea.
1957 Door, Passenger Bel Air & 210 4-Door Sedan & Wagon ................................. #18049 ....................................$49.95/ea.
1957 Rear Door, Lower, Driver, Bel Air & 210 4-Door Hardtop ................................ #18050 ....................................$49.95/ea.
1957 Rear Door, Lower, Passenger Bel Air & 210 4-Door Hardtop ......................... #18051 ....................................$49.95/ea.
1957 Rear Door, Curved Upper, Driver Bel Air & 210 4-Door Hardtop .................... #18052 ....................................$49.95/ea.
1957 Rear Door, Curved Upper, Passenger Bel Air & 210 4-Door Hardtop ............ #18053 ....................................$49.95/ea.
1957 Rear Door, Lower, Driver Bel Air & 210 4-Door Sedan & Wagon .................... #18054 ....................................$49.95/ea. 
1957 Rear Door, Lower, Passenger Bel Air & 210 4-Door Sedan & Wagon ............ #18055 ....................................$49.95/ea.
1957 Rear Door, Curved Up Driver Bel Air & 210 4-Door Sedan & Wagon ............. #18056 ....................................$49.95/ea.
1957 Rear Door, Curved Up Passenger Bel Air & 210 4-Door Sedan & Wagon ..... #18057 ....................................$49.95/ea.
1957 Quarter Curved, Upper Driver Bel Air & 210 2-Door........................................ #18058 ....................................$44.95/ea.
1957 Quarter Curved, Upper Passenger Bel Air & 210 2-Door ................................ #18059 ....................................$44.95/ea.
1957 Quarter Curved, Upper Passenger Bel Air & 210 2-Door ................................ #18060 ....................................$69.95/ea.
1957 Quarter Long, Upper Passenger Bel Air & 210 2-Door ................................... #18061 ....................................$69.95/ea.
1957 Quarter Long, Upper Driver Bel Air & 210 4-Door Hardtop ............................ #18062 ....................................$99.95/ea.
1957 Quarter Long, Upper Passenger Bel Air & 210 4-Door Hardtop .................... #18063 ....................................$99.95/ea.
1957 Quarter Long, Upper Driver Bel Air & 210 4-Door Sedan & Wagon ............... #18064 ....................................$99.95/ea.
1957 Quarter Long, Upper PassengerBel Air & 210 4-Door Sedan & Wagon ........ #18065 ....................................$99.95/ea.
1957 Quarter Long, Lower Driver Bel Air, 210 All 2-Door ........................................ #18066 ..................................$129.95/ea. 
1957 Quarter Long, Lower Passenger Bel Air, 210 All 2-Door ................................. #18067 ..................................$129.95/ea.
1957 Quarter Long, Lower Driver Bel Air, 210 4-Door Hardtop ............................... #18068 ..................................$129.95/ea.
1957 Quarter Long, Lower Passenger Bel Air, 210 4-Door Hardtop ....................... #18069 ..................................$129.95/ea.
1957 Quarter Long, Lower Driver Bel Air, 210 4-Door Sedan & Wagon .................. #18070 ..................................$129.95/ea. 
1957 Quarter Long, Lower Passenger Bel Air, 210 4-Door Sedan & Wagon .......... #18071 ..................................$129.95/ea.
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https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18042
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18043
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18044
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18045
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18046
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18047
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18048
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18049
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18050
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18051
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18052
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18053
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18054
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18055
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18056
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18057
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18058
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18059
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18060
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18061
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18062
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18063
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18064
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18065
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18066
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18067
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18068
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18069
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18070
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1957 bel air anD 210 siDe stainless MoulDings - gooD
1957 Upper Quarter Curved Piece, Driver Side, All 2-Door  .................................... #707 ........................................$39.95/ea.
1957 Upper Quarter Curved Piece, Psngr. Side, All 2-Door..................................... #708 ........................................$39.95/ea.
1957 Upper Quarter Straight Piece, Driver Side, All 2-Door  ................................... #709 ........................................$64.95/ea.
1957 Upper Quarter Straight Piece, Psngr. Side, All 2-Door ................................... #710 ........................................$64.95/ea.
1957 Front Fender, Driver Side, All 2 & 4-Door ......................................................... #761 ........................................$62.95/ea.
1957 Front Fender, Passenger Side, All 2 & 4-Door ................................................. #762 ........................................$62.95/ea.
1957 Door, Driver Side, All 2-Door ............................................................................. #763 ........................................$62.95/ea.
1957 Door, Passenger, All 2-Door .............................................................................. #764 ........................................$62.95/ea.
1957 Lower Quarter, Driver Side, All 2-Door ............................................................. #765 ......................................$124.95/ea.
1957 Lower Quarter, Passenger Side, All 2-Door ..................................................... #766 ......................................$124.95/ea.
1957 Upper Quarter Curved Piece, Driver Side, All 2-Door ..................................... #16137 ....................................$32.95/ea.
1957 Upper Quarter Curved Piece, Psngr. Side, All 2-Door..................................... #16138 ....................................$32.95/ea.
1957 Upper Quarter Straight Piece, Driver Side, All 2-Door .................................... #16139 ....................................$59.95/ea.
1957 Upper Quarter Straight Piece, Psngr. Side, All 2-Door ................................... #16140 ....................................$59.95/ea.
Note: See page 55 and 56 for moulding clip sets

#707

#766

#765

#764

#763

#762

#761

#710

#709

#708
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rear DeCk liD MoulDing kit
This beautiful accessory has been unavailable for years but Danchuk pulled out all the stops 
and made these gorgeous pieces the way they were intended, 100% in the United States. 
Dress up that deck with these gleaming babies! Hardware included. Due to the variables in 
tolerances on cars built in the 1950's, some fittings may be required. Even GM was aware of 
this  and was noted on the installations instructions. Made in the USA.
1957 Hardware Included .......................................................#535 .................... $169.95/kit
1957 Hardware Only ..............................................................#535A .................... $23.95/kit

billet aluMinuM DeCk liD MoulDing kit
This custom deck accessory is machined out of aluminum and attaches using 3M trim tape.
1957 3-Piece ................................................................................................................. #17156 .................................. $279.95/kit

https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=707
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=708
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=709
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=710
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=761
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=762
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=763
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=764
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=765
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=766
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16137
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16138
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16139
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16140
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=535
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=535A
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17156
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aluMinuM siDe panel inserts
We established our company's reputation early with parts like our Bel Air side panel inserts.  When we introduced them in 1978 
their quality was the highest attainable, but we've never been content to leave well enough alone.  After much research and 
experimentation we have found a way to produce a brighter panel while adding an extra level of protection to the material as 
well.  The grooves are precision-cut to the original depth and width, showing off the subtle contrast between the polished ridges 
and the buff-finish grooves.  After the intricate, multiple step process of material preparation is complete, we use first class 
American tooling to perfectly shape the panels, and most importantly put the complex contour in the back of the panel so they 
fit flawlessly against the quarter panels.  All parts are Made in the United States of America.

1957 Bel Air 2-Door Hardtop, Sedan, Convertible, Nomad, Wagon (Shown)  .................#573 ............................. $599.95/pr.
1957 Bel Air 4-Door Hardtop ...............................................................................................#573A ........................... $619.95/pr.
1957 Bel Air 4-Door Sedan, Wagon .....................................................................................#573B ........................... $619.95/pr.
1957 Bel Air 2-Door Hardtop, Sedan, Convertible, Nomad, Wagon No Holes, No Emblems
................................................................................................................................................#573C ........................... $569.95/pr.
1957 Bel Air 2-Door Hardtop, Sedan, Convertible, Nomad, Wagon, Chrome Emblems
................................................................................................................................................#573D ........................... $609.95/pr.
1957 Bel Air 2-Door Hardtop, Sedan, Convertible, Nomad, Wagon w/ Forged Emblems
................................................................................................................................................#573S ........................... $604.95/pr.
1957 Bel Air 4-Door Hardtop w/ Forged Emblems ............................................................#573S1 ......................... $619.95/pr.
1957 Bel Air 4-Door Sedan w/ Forged Emblems ...............................................................#573S2 ......................... $619.95/pr.
1957 Bel Air 2-Door Hardtop, Sedan, Convertible, Nomad, Wagon, Economy Line ......#B573 ........................... $450.00/pr.

1957 siDe pan
el in

serts

#573

#573C

#573s1

https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=573
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=573A
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=573B
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=573C
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=573D
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=573S
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=573S1
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=573S2
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=B573
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stainless vertiCal Fin MoulDings - 
Driver quality
1957 Complete Set,

Rear w/ Gas Door
 ........................ #12142 ...$349.95/set

1957 Passenger #17200 ... $155.95/ea.
1957 Driver ........ #17201 ... $109.95/ea.
1957 Gas Door Filler

 ........................ #17202 ... $109.95/ea.

Fi
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Fin Corner retaining Clips
This clip installs on the 1957 fin to help 
mount the vertical fin moulding.
1957.................... #12706 ......$11.95/pr.

Fin MoulDing sCreWs
1957 Stainless ... #15424  ......$3.75/set

top oF Fin MoulDing Clips 
These sets of clips mount into the top of 
the 1957 tail fins on the Bel Air, 210, and 
150 models. These clips then receive the 
mouldings with moulding pins. See fin moulding pin sets, part #1051 and #1455, 
shown above. The Bel Air set contains 22 clips, and the 210 and 150 set contains 
six clips. Each set contains enough clips for both fins.
1957 Bel Air ............................................................................#622 .........$19.95/set
1957 210 & 150 (Shown) ........................................................#1073 .........$6.95/set

top oF Fin MoulDing pins
These moulding pins are assembled into 
the 1957 fin mouldings. The moulding 
pin assembly is then inserted into the 
fin moulding clips, parts #1073 or #622, 
mounted in the top of the fin. The Bel Air 
set contains 22 pins, and the 210 and 150 
set contains six pins. Each set contains enough pins for both top of the fin mouldings.
1957 Bel Air (Shown) .............................................................#1051 .......$39.95/set
1957 210 & 150 .......................................................................#1455 .......$15.95/set

top oF Fin MoulDing anD insert
We guarantee you will be thrilled with the quality and fit of this 
beautiful piece.  Our insert is an exact reproduction of the original.  
We built the tooling ourselves in our Santa Ana in-house tooling 
department and manufacture them right here also.
Made  in the United States of America*. 
1957 Moulding, Bel Air, exc. Nomad and Wagon ................#14790  ..$109.95/ea.
1957 Insert with Pins Attached,  Bel Air exc. Wagon .........#11947 .....$72.95/ea.
1957 Moulding with Insert, exc. Nomad and Wagon ..........#14790A
.................................................................................................................$159.95/ea.
1957 150/210 ..........................................................................#17429 .....$59.95/ea.
1957 150/210, Retainer with Pins .........................................#17430 .....$54.95/ea.

#17200#17201

#17202 CoMplete set
#12142

https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12142
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17200
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17201
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17202
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12706
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15424
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=622
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1073
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1051
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1455
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14790
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=11947
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14790A
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17429
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17430
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4-Door
Center post siDe MoulDings
These long awaited for chrome mouldings 
are finally available and includes hardware.
1956 Sedan, Bel Air, 4-Piece

 ........................ #16865 .....$74.95/set
1956 Hardtop, Bel Air, 4-Piece

 ........................ #16866 .....$74.95/set
1957 Sedan, B/A & 210, 2-Piece

 ........................ #16867 .....$54.95/set
1957 Hardtop, B/A & 210, 2-Piece

 ........................ #16868 .....$54.95/set

Center post belt
stainless MoulDings
This is the center post beltline mould-
ing which keeps the continuity of the 
belt line mouldings on the front and 
rear doors of 4-door sedans. 
1955-57 Bel Air 4-Door Sedan ..............................................#17000 ......$44.95/pr.

Convertible quarter belt MoulDings
1955-57 Stainless ........................................................................................................ #17655 .................................. $389.95/pr.

rear quarter belt
MoulDings sCreWs
1955-57 Convertible

 ........................ #17656 .......$2.95/set
1955-57 2-Door Hardtop

 ........................ #17657 .......$2.95/set

Door belt MoulDings
The most beautiful American made parts since GM did them over 60 years ago.  We made all the class-A tooling ourselves right 
here in California and stamp these jewels out under the same roof.  Made in the United States of America*.
1955-57 Driver, Hardtop & Convertible ...................................................................... #15671 ....................................$59.95/ea.
1955-57 Passenger, Hardtop & Convertible .............................................................. #15672 ....................................$59.95/ea.
1955-57 Driver and Passenger, Hardtop and Convertible ....................................... #16515 .................................... $99.95/pr.
1955-57 Fits Driver or Passenger, 2-Door Sedan ..................................................... #18516 ....................................$79.95/ea.

https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16865
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16866
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16867
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16868
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17000
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17655
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17656
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17657
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15671
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15672
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16515
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18516
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outsiDe rear vieW Mirrors 
Originally an accessory item, this mirror is recognized today as 
a driving and appearance standard. Since Danchuk can never 
leave well enough alone, we have reworked the base tooling 
and switched to a local die caster and plater for the best Made 
in the USA* workmanship you can get. They fit both driver and 
passenger sides. Gasket and mounting hardware included.
1955-57 Best .................................. #531*............. $64.95/ea.
1955-57 Good ................................. #16743 .......... $51.95/ea.

rear vieW Mirror With WiDe angle Mirrors 
This rear view mirror features a convex mirror that gives you 
a wide angle view for better rear vision and helps avoid the 
dreaded blind spot.
1955-57 Passenger ........................ #16820 .......... $24.95/ea.
1955-57 w/LED Turn Signal........... #17589 .......... $35.95/ea.
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outsiDe rear vieW Mirrors
With leD turn signal
These replacement mirrors feature a polished stainless head, as 
original, and a chrome plated base.  They also have a 9 LED arrow 
hidden inside the mirror glass.  These mirrors fit both sides, just 
rotate the head to point the arrow in the correct direction, and 
include a base gasket, mounting bracket and mounting hardware 
and they are easy to hook up.  Just route the wires through your 
door and under the dash, connect them to the front turn signal 
wires under the dash near the steering column. 
1955-57 ........................................... #16993 .......... $34.95/ea.
1955-57 Wide Angle LED ............... #17589 .......... $35.95/ea.

https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=531
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16743
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16820
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17589
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16993
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17589
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FenDer birDs
“Fifties Modern” sculpture for the top of your fenders! Add a little flash with this die-
cast and chrome plated accessory.
1956.........................................................................................#648 ........$189.95/pr.

1956 FenDer extensions
We know how important it is for these parts to fit perfect. These 100% Made in the USA parts are exactly like GM made them 
over 60 years ago. They fit like a glove, visually creating the appearance that they are part of the grille assembly. We are sure 
you'll be as ecstatic to own these as we are proud of making them. Made in the United States of America*.
1956 Best ...................................................................................................................... #356* ..................................... $126.95/pr.
1956 Good .................................................................................................................... #16739 .................................... $89.95/pr.

FenDer extension 
inner support braCkets 
These unseen support brackets are struc-
tural parts that are many times neglected 
by restorers. Support brackets are often 
bent in collisions. Keep your car structur-
ally sound with these parts.
1956 Best ........... #1114 ........$31.95/pr.
1956 Good ......... #16751 ......$24.95/pr.

FenDer louvers
Our fender louvers are anodized gold for the Bel Air and silver for the 210 (can be added to the 150).  Also, we offer a beautiful 
custom chrome version. We improved upon the design by adding a threaded stud to the back for easy installation. This enhance-
ment, plus the Danchuk quality, has made these louvers a highly sought after part.  Made in the USA.
1957 Bel Air .................................................................................................................. #530 ....................................... $49.95/set
1957 210 ....................................................................................................................... #530A ..................................... $49.95/set
1957 Chrome  ............................................................................................................... #530B..................................... $69.95/set

#530

#530a

#530b

Fen
Der triM

https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=648
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=356
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16739
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1114
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16751
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=530
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=530A
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=530B
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Front buMpers
Gone are the days of expensive and long drawn out re-works.  All of our bumpers are simply beautiful, effortless and reasonably 
priced.  Whether you want a three piece, one piece or custom “Smoothie”, we have you covered!!!
1955 1-Piece ................................................................................................................. #14157 ..................................$479.95/ea.
1955 1-Piece "Smoothie", Complete with Brackets ................................................. #14648 ..................................$624.95/ea.
1955 3-Piece ................................................................................................................. #10245 ................................. $349.95/set
1955 7-Piece, w/ Bumper to Frame Brackets ........................................................... #16039 ................................. $364.95/set
1956 1-Piece, Call for Availability ............................................................................... #15226 ..................................$469.95/ea.
1956 3-Piece ................................................................................................................. #10247 ................................. $349.95/set
1957 5-Piece ................................................................................................................. #10446 ................................. $479.95/set
1957 1-Piece, OE Style for use with #10448 Bullet Guards below .......................... #15937 ..................................$689.95/ea.
1957 1-Piece,"Smoothie" ............................................................................................ #15938 ..................................$749.95/ea.

#14648

#14157

Front buMper guarDs
With harDWare
1957.................... #17682 ....$249.95/pr.

Front buMper bullet guarDs
1957.........................................................................................#10448 ...$139.95/set

#10446

https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14157
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14648
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=10245
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16039
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15226
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=10247
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=10446
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15937
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15938
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17682
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=10448
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Front buMper braCkets
Put new steel strength between you and the next car. A new part is stronger than a straightened one, and that strength may be 
needed again.
1955 Driver, Center ........................ #1896 ............ $29.95/ea.
1955 Passenger, Center ................ #1897 ............ $29.95/ea.
1955 Driver, Quarter ...................... #1220A.......... $29.95/ea.
1955 Passenger, Quarter ............... #1221A.......... $29.95/ea.
1955 Driver, Fender ........................ #1219 ............ $29.95/ea.
1955 Passenger, Fender ................ #1218 ............ $29.95/ea.
1955 Complete Set, OE Style, 6-Piece
......................................................... #14655 ........$159.95/set
1956 Driver, Center ........................ #12327 .......... $25.95/ea.
1956 Passenger, Center  ............... #12328 .......... $25.95/ea.
1956 Driver, Quarter ...................... #1224 ............ $32.95/ea.
1956 Passenger, Quarter ............... #1225 ............ $32.95/ea.
1956 Driver, Fender ........................ #1223 ............ $21.95/ea.

#1229 #1228

#13515 #12616 #12615 #13514

#13512

#13513

#14655

1956 Passenger, Fender ................ #1222 ............ $21.95/ea.
1957 Driver, Quarter ...................... #1228 ............ $32.95/ea.
1957 Passenger, Quarter ............... #1229 ............ $32.95/ea.
1957 Driver, Center ........................ #13512 .......... $33.95/ea.
1957 Passenger, Center ................ #13513 .......... $33.95/ea.
1957 Driver, Fender ........................ #12615 .......... $32.95/ea.
1957 Passenger, Fender ................ #12616 .......... $32.95/ea.
1957 Driver, Diagonal .................... #13516 .......... $33.95/ea.
1957 Passenger, Diagonal............. #13517 .......... $33.95/ea.
1957 Driver, Jack Brace ................ #13514 .......... $33.95/ea.
1957 Passenger, Jack Brace ........ #13515 .......... $33.95/ea.
1957 Complete Set, 10-Piece ....... #13524 ........$299.95/set

#13516 #13517

#1219

#1218

#1220a

#1221a

#1896

#1897

13524

https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1896
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1897
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1220A
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1221A
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1219
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1218
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14655
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12327
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12328
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1224
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1225
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1223
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1222
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1228
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1229
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13512
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13513
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12615
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12616
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13516
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13517
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13514
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13515
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13524
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rear Center buMpers
For those who just need the center section of 
their 1957 bumper. Danchuk now offers three 
different versions for you. The part #1845 fits 
the hardtops, sedans and convertibles, but for 
those who want to move the license plate off of the trunk and to the bumper we now offer the highly sought after Nomad/Wagon 
centers #1846 and #1846A.  The #1846A goes one step further by eliminating the bumper guard holes for a cleaner custom look. 
Part #1846A requires use of a lighted license plate frame. See pages 52 and 53 for lighted license plate frames.
1957 Hardtop, Sedan, Convertible ............................................................................. #1845 ....................................$259.95/ea.
1957 Nomad, Wagon ................................................................................................... #1846 ....................................$259.95/ea.
1957 Nomad, Wagon w/o Guard Holes ...................................................................... #1846A ..................................$269.95/ea.

rear buMpers        
New bumpers should be mounted with new mounting kits for maximum strength and safety. These are found on page 50, as 
well as new bumper brackets.
1955 1-Piece, Hardtop, Sedan, Convertible .............................................................. #15228 ................................. $469.95/set
1955 1-Piece, "Smoothie" Hardtop, Sedan, Convertible, Complete with Brackets
....................................................................................................................................... #15228A ................................$629.95/ea.
1955 3-Piece, Hardtop, Sedan, Conv. ........................................................................... #1798 ................................... $349.95/set
1955 3-Piece, Nomad, Wagon .................................................................................... #1798A ................................. $349.95/set
1956 1-Piece, Hardtop, Sedan, Convertible, Call for Availability ............................ #15227 ................................. $469.95/set
1956 3-Piece, Hardtop, Sedan, Convertible .............................................................. #10558 ................................. $369.95/set 
1956 3-Piece, Hardtop, Sedan, Convertible with Guards ........................................ #10558A ............................... $469.95/set
1957 3-Piece, Hardtop, Sedan, Convertible .............................................................. #10447 ................................. $469.95/set
1957 3-Piece, Nomad & Wagon .................................................................................. #10447A ............................... $469.95/set
1957 3-Piece, Nomad & Wagon, No Guard Holes ..................................................... #10447B............................... $469.95/set

rear buMper braCkets
If you’ve had your rear bumper nudged, replacing the bumper brackets will make it possible to re-align the bumper to the body 
properly. All brackets are precision engineered to original specs for a perfect fit.
1955 Passenger, Center ................ #1896 ............ $29.95/ea.
1955 Driver, Center ........................ #1897 ............ $29.95/ea.
1955 Driver, Quarter ...................... #12617 .......... $28.95/ea.
1955 Passenger, Quarter ............... #12618 .......... $28.95/ea.
1956 Driver, Quarter  ..................... #1226 ............ $31.95/ea.
1956 Passenger, Quarter  .............. #1227 ............ $31.95/ea.

#12329

#1230

#12330

#16037

1956 Driver, Center ........................ #12329 .......... $26.95/ea.
1956 Passenger, Center ................ #12330 .......... $26.95/ea.
1957 Driver, Quarter ...................... #1230 ............ $32.95/ea.
1957 Passenger, Quarter ............... #1231 ............ $32.95/ea.
1957 Center Only ........................... #16037 ...........$38.95/pr.

rear buMper enD braCkets
1957.................... #17894 ......$64.95/pr.

aCCessory buMper guarD
harDWare
1957.................... #14695 .....$32.95/set

rear aCCessory buMper guarD 
harDWare
1956.................... #17414 ..... $56.95/ea.

https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1845
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1846
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1846A
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15228
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15228A
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1798
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1798A
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15227
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=10558
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=10447
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=10447A
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=10447B
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1896
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1897
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12617
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12618
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1226
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1227
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12329
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12330
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1230
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1231
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16037
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17894
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14695
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17414
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buMper guarDs 
These fine reproductions feature all the contours designed into the original parts. 
The rear guards include holes for mounting license light assemblies, parts #485B 
and #485C, found on page 75. Includes mounting hardware.
1955 Front ..............................................................................#1004 ......$149.95/pr.
1955 Rear exc. Station Wagon & Nomad ............................#1005 ......$165.95/pr.
1955 Rear Nomad & Wagon ..................................................#1005A ....$189.95/pr.
1956 Front ..............................................................................#1408 ......$149.95/pr.
1956 Rear exc. Station Wagon & Nomad ............................#1409 ......$174.95/pr.
1957 Front, with Hardware ....................................................#17682 ....$249.95/pr. 

#1005a#1409

rubber buMper bullets  
This popular accessory will mount onto 
any 1957 Chevy bumper. Once you’ve 
mounted these gems, you’ll wonder why it 
wasn’t shipped that way from the factory. 
Don’t compromise the look of your car with 
cheap imitations. This is the part everyone 
has been looking for and Danchuk makes 
it! Made in the USA*. 
1957 Best ........... #330* ........$44.95/pr.
1957 Good ......... #16738 ......$38.95/pr.

ChroMe buMper bullets - MaDe in the usa!
Just because GM missed the boat doesn’t mean you have to.  These 100% Made 
in the USA jewels are simply phenomenal.  Die cast and triple chrome plated, these 
parts will give your front end the beautiful custom look it deserves.  Choose from our 
original contours or our full custom “Smoothie” look.
1957 Original Style .................................................................#330A ........$94.95/pr. 
1957 Smoothie Style ..............................................................#330B ........$94.95/pr.

aCCessory
buMper guarD supports
These small chrome pieces fit between the 
front bumper and the accessory fender 
guards on either side. Sold in pairs.
1955 Front ......... #229 ..........$79.95/pr.

aCCessory buMper guarD sCreWs
This set of stainless steel hardware con-
sists of four slotted oval head bolts with 
hex nuts. Heads can be polished to a 
mirror-like finish.
1956 Rear .......... #2259 .......$12.95/set

buMper inserts
This metal insert was standard equipment 
on all 57’s, but was removed to install 
the rubber bumper bullets, part #330 
shown above.
1957.................... #13525 .....$33.95/set

noMaD/Wagon rear buMper guarDs
1956 with Hardware
............................ #18497 ....$239.95/pr.

noMaD/Wagon rear buMper guarDs 
With lights anD bezels
1956.................... #18526 ....$289.95/pr.

https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1004
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1005
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1005A
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1408
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1409
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17682
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=330
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16738
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=330A
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=330B
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=229
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=2259
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13525
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18497
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=18526
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D 1955-56 Front buMper 
Mounting harDWare
This complete bumper kit is built around 
the stainless steel-capped bumper bolts. 
These bolt heads are almost indistinguish-
able from the chrome bumper after polish-
ing. Don’t allow corrosion to compromise 
the strength of your bumper. Inspect and 
replace that old hardware today.
1955-56 .............. #937 ..........$16.95/kit

1955-56 rear buMper 
Mounting harDWare
The most important parts of this kit are 
the bumper bolts themselves. They're 
not just cad plated . . . the bumper bolts are capped with stainless steel so that, 
after polishing, they are almost indistinguishable from the chrome bumper. Each kit 
includes all the washers, bolts, and nuts necessary for a complete installation.
1955.........................................................................................#938 ..........$18.50/kit
1956.........................................................................................#939 ..........$18.50/kit

1957 buMper Mounting
harDWare
Here are all the nuts, bolts, and washers 
you’ll need to re-fasten or replace either 
the front or rear bumper assemblies on 
your 1957 Chevrolet. These bumper bolts 
are stainless steel-capped for easy, high 
luster polishing. All remaining nuts and 
bolts are cad plated.
1957 Front ......... #1009 .......$33.95/set
1957 Rear .......... #1010 .......$34.95/set

buMper bolt 
Sold individually, 
these bolts are a 
great solution for 
those missing just 
a few parts. Stainless steel-capped for 
easy polishing. 7/16" x 1-1/4" 
1955-72 .............. #049 ........... $1.95/ea.

buMper bolt With nut
1955 Stainless Capped, 7/16" x 2-1/2"

 ........................ #12707 ....... $3.95/ea.

buMper enD to boDy bell spaCers
1955.................... #11288 ......$12.95/pr.

baCk boDy-to 
buMper seals
Protect your car 
from dirt and dust 
with these important seals. Without them, 
dirt will come up from underneath your 
bumper onto your trunk and rear window. 
Seals are reproduced with the correct 
cross-section and length. Long lasting 
and easy to install. Made in the USA.
1955.................... #549 ......... $24.95/ea.
1956.................... #550 ......... $15.95/ea.
1957.................... #551 ......... $18.95/ea.

rear buMper enD insert DeCals 
Our reproduction bumper ends, part #757, 
shown  above, are detailed with these 
decals. These bumper end insert decals 
are die-cut in a matte black, adhesive-
backed vinyl. Made in the USA.
1957.................... #331 ...........$9.95/set

buMper enDs
Danchuk bumper ends are the best way 
to bring new life to your bumper. There 
is no doubt these are the best repro-
ductions available on the market. Once 
you've installed these beauties on your 
car you'll appreciate the great fit and be 
thrilled with the impeccable chrome plat-
ing. Black insert decals are included with 
each purchase. 
1957.................... #757 ........$339.95/pr.
1957 with Ridge #757A .....$339.95/pr.

https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=937
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=938
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=939
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1009
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1010
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=049
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12707
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=11288
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=549
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=550
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=551
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=331
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=757
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=757A
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tailgate Center bars anD hanDle
1955-57 Handle Only, Nomad, Pontiac Safari .....................#10151 .....$84.95/ea.
1955-57 Bars, Only, Nomad, Pontiac Safari ........................#10153 ...$424.95/set
1955-57 Complete Set Bars & Handle, Nomad, Pontiac Safari
.................................................................................................#10150 ...$599.95/set

Center tailgate bar
1955-57 Late '55 Nomad, Pontiac Safari .............................#10152 ...$189.95/ea.

noMaD tailgate vees 
This gold finished reproduction was originally designed to fit the 1957 Nomad and 
1957 Continental Kit. We also offer a chrome-plated version for use on the 1958 
Continental kit. Includes mounting hardware. Vees are 7.5" long. Made in the USA.
1957 Nomad & Continental Kit V8 ........................................#591 .........$35.95/ea.
1958 Continental Kit V8 .........................................................#591A .......$35.95/ea.

noMaD tailgate Clips
Sold in five piece sets, these clips securely 
mount the unique “bananas”, found exclu-
sively on the Nomad.  One set does one 
bar. Seven sets required. 
1955-57 .............. #1247 .......$16.95/set

noMaD tailgate CoMplete Clip set
33-Pieces.
1955-57 .............. #15426  ....$84.95/set

tailgate hanDle
With button anD keys For Wagon 
anD seDan Delivery
1955-57 .............. #16538 ...$199.95/set

#592

#592a

#591a

#591

trunk vees
Designed with depressions on the underside to assist in opening the trunk. The 1957 
stamping was a particularly difficult part to reproduce, but we’re proud to say that 
this one’s a real show-stopper! The 1956 chrome vee is equally beautiful. All 1956 
V8's and 1957 150 and 210 V8's require a chrome vee. 1957 Bel Air V8's require the 
gold finished version. Installation hardware included. Made in the USA*.
1956 Best, V8 .........................................................................#1042* ......$52.95/ea.
1956 Good, V8 ........................................................................#16722 .....$48.95/ea.
1957 Best, Bel Air V8 .............................................................#592* ........$99.95/ea.
1957 Best, 150 & 210 V8 ........................................................#592A* .....$99.95/ea.
1957 Good, 150 & 210 ............................................................#16714 .....$62.95/ea.

Wagon tailgate/seDan Delivery 
rear Door hanDle gaskets
1955-57 .............. #848  .......... $2.95/ea.

https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=10151
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=10153
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=10150
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=10152
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=591
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=591A
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1247
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15426
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16538
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1042
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16722
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=592
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=592A
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16714
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=848
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CustoM liCense plate FraMes
White type is printed on a blue back-
ground. Easy to mount.

liCense plate FraMe With leD lights 
With 14 super bright LED’s these frames can be used for a 
variety of custom applications.  Use the white LED frame as 
an additional backup light and the red LED frame is perfect 
for use as an additional stoplight. Includes mounting hardware 
and screw cover caps.
All White LED's .............................. #16821 .......... $34.95/ea.
All Red LED's ................................. #16822 .......... $24.95/ea.

billet speCialties liCense plate FraMes With lights
All Plain ......................................................................................................................... #17575 ....................................$59.95/ea.
All 3rd Brake Light ....................................................................................................... #17576 ....................................$79.95/ea.
All with Bowtie ............................................................................................................. #17577 ....................................$69.95/ea.

1957 liCense plate FraMes 
Our highly detailed frames are produced in gold finish for the Bel Air and chrome for the 150 & 210. Mounting hardware included. 
Made in the USA.
1957 Bel Air .................................................................................................................. #189 ........................................$74.95/ea.
1957 210 & 150  ............................................................................................................ #189A ......................................$74.95/ea.

1955.................... #888 ......... $11.95/ea. 1956.................... #889 ......... $11.95/ea. 1957.................... #890 ......... $11.95/ea.

https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16821
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16822
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17575
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17576
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17577
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=189
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=189A
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=888
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=889
https://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=890
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liCen
se plate

Front liCense 
plate braCkets
Out front, this is the 
part that takes the first 
bump! If yours has 
been straightened 
one time too many, 
start fresh with one of 
these stamped brackets. Painted in durable black.
Made in the USA*.
1955 Best ........................................ #608*............. $15.95/ea.
1955 Good ...................................... #16786 ............ $7.95/ea.
1956 Best ........................................ #608A* .......... $15.95/ea.
1956 Good ...................................... #16787 ............ $7.95/ea.
1957 Best ........................................ #608B* .......... $15.95/ea.
1957 Good ...................................... #16788 ............ $7.95/ea.

rear liCense 
plate braCket
Incorporates all the 
detail of the original, 
including the rub-
ber bumper. Made 
in the USA. Fits all 
models except Station Wagon, Nomad and Sedan Delivery.
1955-56  .......................................... #148 .............. $22.95/ea.

liCense plate FraMes With thirD brake lights
All Brushed ..................................... #10030 ........ $137.95/ea.
All Polished  ................................... #10031 ........ $153.95/ea.

ChroMe liCense plate FraMe
1956................................................. #1171 ............ $74.95/ea.

rear liCense plate harDWare
1957.................... #17658 .......$3.95/set

trunk liD to-liCense
plate Cushions
Keeps the license plate away from 
the painted surface of the trunk lid. 
Includes the rubber bumper to insert 
in the lower hole for the bottom edge 
of the plate. Made in the USA.
1955-57 ........................................... #071 ................$3.25/set

leD liCense plate
bolts 
These license plate bolts 
can be used anywhere ad-
ditional lighting is required 
and have a stainless hous-
ing w-nylon bolts. Perfect 
for those running smoothie bumpers or those who have removed 
their rear bumper guards.
All White ......................................... #16823 ...........$10.95/pr.

billet speCialities sliM line liCense plate FraMes
All Black .......................................... #18404 .......... $24.95/ea.
All Polished .................................... #17146 .......... $26.95/ea.
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Continental kit Carrier asseMbly
1957.................... #11344 ... $146.95/ea.

Continental kit
baCk paD Cup retainer
Requires two.
1957.................... #11346 ..... $20.95/ea.

Continental kit ring spring
1955-57 .............. #11349 ..... $22.95/ea.

Continental kit bar spaCer
1955-57 .............. #11350 ..... $49.95/ea.

Continental kit
loCk support asseMbly paD
1957.................... #14221 ..... $78.95/ea.

Continental kit FaCe plate
1957.................... #11351 ... $149.95/ea.

Continental kit tire rings
1957 Plain .......... #11352 ... $174.95/ea.
1957 Chrome ..... #11353 ... $319.95/ea.

Continental kit buMper to FraMe 
braCkets
1957 Left ............ #11345 ..... $66.95/ea.
1957 Right ......... #11345A .. $66.95/ea.

Continental kit loCk bolt 
spring retainer
1955-57 .............. #11347 .....$31.95/set

#11345

Continental
kit-to-boDy seal 
Keep that dirt and dust from flying back 
onto your trunk lid and rear window. This 
seal is easy to install. 
1955-58 .............. #1497 ....... $16.95/ea.

Continental kit jaCk bolt
1955-57 .............. #17914 ......$10.95/kit
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universal MoulDing Clips
After investing in new paint and exterior mouldings, finish the job by replacing those 
tired fasteners. Don’t risk your beautiful stainless steel mouldings on fasteners that are 
over 60 years old. Match your original to the part in the photographs above (not actual 
size). These fasteners are sold individually; see moulding clip sets for complete kits.
1955-57  1-1/16" x 1" .............................................................#632 ...........$0.95/ea.
1955-57  1/2" x 5/8"  ..............................................................#633 ...........$0.50/ea.
1955-57  1-7/8" x 5/8" ............................................................#634 ...........$1.95/ea.
1955-57  1-1/2" x 1/2" ............................................................#635 ...........$2.25/ea.
1955-57  3/4" x 5/16" .............................................................#636 ...........$1.95/ea.
1955-57  2-1/2" x 3/4" Threaded ..........................................#639 ...........$1.50/ea.

#632 #636

#634 #639

#633

#635

WingeD speeD nut Fastening tool
For use with parts #2860 and #16827, 
shown below.
1957-64 .............. #2861 ....... $34.95/ea.

WingeD speeD nut Fasteners
These are universal nuts that will work 
with or without threaded studs.
1957-64 1/8" . ....  #2860 ......$35.95/set
1955-57 3/16" ....  #16827 ...... $2.75/ea.

siDe WinDoW upper anD loWer MoulDing Clips
Includes all clips and screws to attach the beltline and window area stainless trim.
1955-57 Bel Air 2-Door Sedan ..............................................#2263 .......$84.95/set
1955-57 Bel Air 4-Door Sedan (Shown) ...............................#2264 .....$106.95/set

WinDoW MoulDing ConneCtors
Made in the USA*.
1955-57 exc. 1955 150, Best, Lower

Windshield ..... #2056*  .... $12.95/ea.
1955-57 exc. 1955 150 Good, Lower

Windshield ..... #16807 ....... $4.95/ea.
1955-57 exc. 1955 150 & Conv., exc.

56-57 Conv., Upper Windshield
 ........................ #2057 ....... $12.95/ea.

1955-57 Sedan, 2-Door Hardtop, Best
Lower Rear .... #2058* ..... $12.95/ea.

1955-57 Sedan, 2-Door Hardtop,
Good, Lower Rear
 ........................ #16808 ....... $6.95/ea.

1956-57 4-Door Hardtop, Lower Rear 
 ........................ #2059 ....... $12.95/ea.

M
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g Clips
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1955-57 Rear Window Moulding Clips
 ..................................................... #247*...............$7.95/set

1955 Bel Air exc. Nomad, Front Fender
 ..................................................... #278*.............$14.95/set

1955 Bel Air exc. Nomad, Door .... #279*.............$17.95/set
1955 Bel Air exc. Nomad, Long Quarter Panel

 ..................................................... #280*.............$19.95/set
1955 Bel Air exc. Nomad, Qtr. Panel Paint Divider
......................................................... #281 ..............$12.95/set
1955 210 Door & Quarter Panel Paint Divider

 ..................................................... #283*.............$11.95/set
1955 210 Long Quarter Panel ....... #284*.............$17.95/set
1955 Nomad Front Fenders .......... #11305 ............$3.95/set
1955 Nomad Side, Doors .............. #11306 ..........$29.95/set
1955-57 210 2-Door Sed. Belt Mldg, Replacement Style

 ..................................................... #1024 ............$38.95/set
1955-57 210 4-Door Sed. Belt Mldg, Replacement Style

 ..................................................... #1025 ............$47.95/set
1955-57 Bel Air & 210 2-Door Wagon Belt Mldg., 

Replacement Style ..................... #1026 ............$55.95/set
1955-57 Bel Air & 210 4-Door Wagon Belt Mldg.,

Replacement Style ..................... #1027 ............$58.95/set
1956 Bel Air Front Fender ............. #268*.............$18.95/set
1956 Bel Air Front Door ................. #269*.............$29.95/set
1956 Bel Air Quarter Panel Paint Divider

 ..................................................... #270*...............$8.95/set
1956 Bel Air Long Quarter Panel .. #271*.............$23.95/set
1956 Bel Air 4-Door Adapter ......... #272*.............$27.95/set
1956 150 & 210 Front Fender ........ #273*.............$12.95/set
1956 150 & 210 Front Door ............ #274*.............$13.95/set
1956 210 Quarter Panel Paint Divider

 ..................................................... #275*...............$8.95/set
1956 210 Long Quarter Panel ....... #276*.............$23.95/set
1956 210 4-Door Adapter .............. #277*.............$12.95/set
1957 Bel Air & 210 Front Fender ... #261 ..............$13.95/set
1957 Bel Air & 210 Front Door ...... #262*.............$13.95/set
1957 Bel Air & 210 Upper Quarter Panel

 ..................................................... #263*.............$23.95/set
1957 Bel Air & 210 Long Lower Quarter Panel

 ..................................................... #264*.............$23.95/set

1957 Bel Air & 210 4-Door Adapter
 ..................................................... #265*.............$11.95/set

1957 150 Door & Quarter Panel Paint Divider
 ..................................................... #266*.............$12.95/set

1957 150 Long Quarter Panel ....... #267*.............$20.95/set
1955-57 Rear Quarter Upper Window Moulding Clips

Bel Air 2-Door Sedan ................. #1076 ............$21.95/set
1955-57 Rear Quarter Window Moulding Clips

Bel Air 2-Door Sedan ................. #1077 ............$23.95/set
1955-57 Upper Quarter Window, 210 2-Door Wgn */***

 ..................................................... #12606 ..........$29.95/set
1955-57 Upper Quarter Window, 4-Door Wgn */***

 ..................................................... #12607 ..........$24.95/set
1955-57 Upper Liftgate */*** .......... #12608 ..........$17.95/set
1955-57 Upper Window, 1-Door Only, 2-Door Sed/Wgn ***

 ..................................................... #12609 ..........$18.95/set
1955-57 Upper Window, 1-Door Only, 4-Door Sed/Wgn 
*/*** .................................................. #12610 ..........$19.95/set
1955-57 Lower Window Quarter Moulding, 2-Door Wgn

*/*** .............................................. #12611 ..........$37.95/set
1955-57 Lower Window Quarter Moulding, 4-Door Wgn

*/*** .............................................. #12612 ..........$31.95/set
1955-57 Lower Liftgate */*** .......... #12613 ..........$19.50/set
1955-57 Lower Window 210, 2 & 4-Door Sedan */***

 ..................................................... #12614 ..........$17.95/set
1955-57 Original Style Belt Moulding Clips, 210, Push-In

 ..................................................... #12791 ............ $1.95/ea.
1955-57 Original Style Belt Moulding Clips,

210 2-Door Sedan ** ................... #12792 ..........$44.95/set
1955-57 Original Style Belt Moulding Clips,

210 4-Door Sedan ** ................... #12793 ..........$48.95/set
1955-57 Original Style Belt Moulding Clips, **

Bel Air and 210 2-Door Wagon . #12794 ..........$68.95/set
1955-57 Original Style Belt Moulding Clips,  **

Bel Air and 210 4-Door Wagon . #12795 ........... $95.95set
1955-57 Original Style Belt and Roof Moulding Clips,

Bel Air and  210 2-Door Wagon, Screw-On
 ..................................................... #12334 ........$159.95/set

1955-57 Original Style Belt and Roof Moulding Clips,
B/A & 210 4-Door Wagon, Screw-On
 ..................................................... #12335 ........$179.95/set

MoulDing Clip sets 

Each set contains all the clips you’ll need to mount the mouldings on both sides of your car. These are replacement clips; some 
have been substituted for the original design, but are functionally equivalent. Please note: Clips for upper and lower paint divid-
ers in #281 may need to be trimmed to fit. Made in the USA*.

   *  These are original style belt moulding clips for 1-piece.
      For complete sets see page 55.
 **  GM Push-In Clips, 
*** GM Screw-On Clips

#12335

quarter ConneCtor
MoulDing Clip
Two per car.
1957 Bel Air & 210, Upper
................... #12716 ....... $5.95/set
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